
anthony gulluni ’99 was sworn in as District 
Attorney for Hampden County Jan. 7, and the 
1999 Wilbraham & Monson Academy graduate  
isn’t wasting any time making a difference to the 
people he serves. 

“For the last two-thirds of my speech, I talked 
about how I felt a responsibility to my predecessors, 
family and friends, community and voters,” 
Anthony said. 

With 600 family, friends and public officials  
in attendance, Anthony was sworn in as the 
youngest DA in Hampden County history by 
Mark Mastroianni, the county’s former District 
Attorney and Anthony’s previous boss. Anthony 
beat three opponents in a Democratic Primary  
in September, and since no Republicans were on 
the ticket, he was easily voted into the position  
in November on Election Day. The swearing in 
ceremony was held at Old First Church in January 
in Anthony’s lifelong hometown of Springfield.

“Standing on a stage at a beautiful venue with 
several hundred people there, it was amazing,” 
Anthony recalled. “There was an acute sense of 
the responsibility I was taking on with the 
formality of that particular event. To have my 
predecessor, who is now a federal judge,  
swear me in really lent a sense of gravity to the 
whole proceedings.

“It was a special day and I was pleased with how 
it played out.”

That day, though, is over, and now it’s time  
for Anthony and his staff to get to work on being 
the top cop in Hampden County, which serves 
465,000 people, including the Academy. After his 
staff adjusts to the transition period, Anthony’s 
going to do all he can to raise as many funds for 
his office as possible.

“The biggest initiative I will take on is our 
community outreach has to be grown,” Anthony 
explained. “We have our foundation of trial 
lawyers and the work we do in the courtroom is 
pretty consistent and unchanging. The work I 
want to do outside the courtroom will take some 

creativity and some additional resources. 
“We’re historically underfunded as an office  

in comparison to other offices across the 
Commonwealth. I’m going to work as hard as I 
can, and that’s only a job I can do. Only I can go 
to the state senators and state representatives and 
show them the numbers and comparisons to 
other offices. That’s a critical piece of my job and 
one of my primary responsibilities right now so 
we can make sure we have the funds to do the 
work and protect the people of Hampden 
County and do the community outreach that  

I think will have an impact on public safety.”
Part of that public outreach will include  

the topic of mental health. Anthony is hoping to 
receive grant money to go toward protecting 
people who suffer from mental illness from  
being abused.

“We want to get some money, hopefully, so 
we can use it to help educate those people who 
have mental disabilities how to identify when 
they are being abused,” he said. “You have 
problems when people don’t understand how 
they are supposed to be treated.

“Law enforcement has to step up for those who 
can’t stand up for themselves.”

Also in the mental health field, Anthony  
wants to help veterans who are suffering from 
post-traumatic stress disorder who have 
committed a crime. Anthony is taking the lead 
from the Soldier On Program in neighboring 
Hampshire County.

“I think in practical terms, we need to identify 

those combat veterans as soon as they come into 
the system upon their arraignment, and of course 
if there’s something not terribly serious, we’ll  
take those cases out of the regular stream of court 
cases and treat those veterans dealing with  
mental health issues. Instead of addressing the crime, 
we’ll address the root of the problem, which is 
their mental health,” Anthony said.

“Hopefully we can address the cause and  
never see these people again. It’s important that I, 
being in this position, consider the sacrifice and 
investment of these people to our country and the 

way in which we deal with them. It’s a sort of 
responsibility we have to work with veterans if 
they hit a rough patch after they are done serving.”

The Academy served Anthony well in his 
postgraduate year, with WMA helping him build 
the platform that launched him into the position 
he holds today.

“The Academy provided me with the first layers 
of my foundation,” Anthony said. “I learned  
so much about myself in the relatively short time I 
spent there, but I met so many quality people and  
I realized my capabilities there by being pushed by 
the curriculum and being around so many peers 
who were motivated and had ideas of what they 
wanted to do in life. They were ambitious young 
people. I hadn’t been immersed in that before that. 
To be immersed in a situation where there were  
so many ambitious, smart people of my own age 
motivated me. I really wanted to see what I could  
do. It was a transformation period for me. I carry 
that with me.” 
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